Zionist activity
At 1950, I started to work with a group of youngsters, among them Robert Dasa and
Phillip Natnson etc...
On April
, I traveled with the group to a tents camp in Alexandria. The guidance
and surveillance of the adults there was terrible. In the same time, the group split up to
two, and the boys there began to bicker and to beat and hit. When I requested to calm
them, I got sprain in the arm. Previously a fatal mistake had been done, when the
members of the group sang Hebrew songs there, and another Egyptian group of scouts
that lingered there heard their voices remotely. Later it had become known that this
group informed the police about the occurrences in our group. It become known,
because the next day the police began to search In the houses of several members and
some of them were taken to inquiries and were held in custody for 15 days. In same
searches, the police caught the list of membership fee, which simplify the
identifications of members of the group.
A purchase of ammunition
Shemuel Azar of blessed memory asked me to go to Marsa-Matruch to buy there
weapons such as guns and bullets. In my journey, I bought 3 guns and 500 bullets and
delivered part of them to Azar and I cached the remainder somewhere in Alexandria.
In 1952, Azar requested me to continue working with him. - I agreed on condition that
the nonsense like occurred before will never happen again, because this things can damage
the whole movement. I was in contact only with Azar and we hired a house in Mazarita on
my name.
In 1952 most of the friends traveled to France and from there to Israel. When they
returned, they told that they were in Israel. Since then I decided to cease the contact,

because the police began tracing me, because I received a letter from my parents from
Italy, which was caught by the censorship.

